The Life of a Texas Prisoner: December 2001

Perhaps you have wondered what it must be like to be in a Texas prison. Let's face it: The food is bad, the living conditions are terrible, health care is nonexistent, prison guards sport or very violent, TV shows we are subject to harsh treatment by staff, and far from extreme violence from other prisoners. I can tell you first hand it is no fun. Prison life is very stressful. There are long lines to wait in, e.g., Chou, Commissary, Necessity, pill window, mail room. Most are outside when it is 100°F or 100°F. You have to stand in that line to get into the Chowhall, or Commissary or the mail room. There are unwanted cellmates you have to shack with, Televisions, some time can't hear or at other times it is very loud. They use mail call anxieties hoping you will get a letter from home or a friend or word about your case, etc.

I got almost no quiet time and never no real privacy. E.g., The noise we have to put up with 24 hours a day are: Steel door slamming, officers keys rattling, steel locker box door slamming— which scare you half to death. Inmate yelling over some TV activity, Dominic slamming, Officers yelling over the intercom. Get really for Chow— Take your cups and spoons at 3 AM— Drop for Chow, so and so have a visit or for kitchen workers or maintenance workers turn out for work. School or Vocational get ready at 4 AM and at 4:45 drop for school or 4:45 Vocational at 6 AM. Count Time get up and eat at the door with your 6 AM 8 AM Count is now clear. Drop for day room outside Rec. or inside gym. 8 AM school turn out. Get ready for pill window at 2:45 AM. Drop for pill window at 3:15 AM or at 5:30 AM. All janitor report to work. This list could go on and on. This is done 24 hours a day.

Living in prison is extremely close quarters is really hard. E.g., Just a lot of men, with a lot of noise—bad sounds and bad smells. Most TDCJ limits don't allow alcohol. As for me, I am glad— but others can't handle the high heat. Trying sleeping in 100°F heat is almost impossible. To cool down you use an old prison trick. Get a empty plastic bag and fill it full of ice and put it on you. The only problem is if you do not have any money to buy a plastic bag you sweat and however the janitors sell the bags for Ice. To the biggest and toughest inmates. They buy it and sell it to others for a really big profit. If you do not have any money, they exchange bags of Ice for Sex. Bend over or spot your races. Prison life is full of stress.

Researchers in the past have likened living in prison to high-stress high-stakes environment as College athletes, Wall Street brokerages and even battlefields. While no one would call being in prison the modern day, Battle of Vandem, it is so much of a stretch to see how the common, and annoying frustrations we deal with here today can coalesce and have adverse effects on our health.

Prolonged exposure—30 plus years—to high levels of stress has been linked to all sorts of maladies—hypertension, heart failure, stroke, going crazy— you name it. It is also known to cause changes in mood, making you cranky, aggressive, anxious, or depressed. However, did you know stress also affects such basic cognitive functions as attention and short-term memory? I remember asking myself 'how the hell did I get here?"
I am not a wimp or Am I a Crybaby. However All I am doing is stating a honest and true correct report of life behind RAZOR wire and concrete walls.
Who's to say the punishment fits the crime, when the people doing the sentencing have no earthly idea how it feels to be locked away in prison for a long time. Does the Judge, D.A., Sheriff, Police, Jury, Board of Pardon and Parole, Governor or anyone else see how a person changes overtime? Some of us are truly very remorseful for the problems we have caused not to mention the great cost we have cost the taxpayers. Whether in prison or on the streets of Suburbia all humans have imperfections. We all have our flaws. There is one thing that is needed inside prisons throughout the world and that is to help Reform inmates and it would be a enormous benefit to Society as a whole. Why? Maybe some of us who do get out can help others before they head down the wrong path. Just like the good witch helped Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz. She told Dorothy to follow the Yellow Brick Road to get back home. You may not want to believe this coming from a so called low life, Scumbag, Dirtball, Texas inmate but there is goodness inherent in some of us housed in State and Federal Prisons.

Sometimes I actually feel buried alive in here. All I just about do is eat and sleep. There is so much we could do e.g. Fire, Fires, Fight-Fires, Build the Mexico and US wall – but are not allowed outside to do anything. Our minds are stagnated with a whole lot of wasted time. We have 3,600 Seconds in an hour and 24 hours in a day. To sit and watch on Television: Hundred of thousands of men, women, and children getting shot, raped, Stabbed and etc. etc. Yet we are forbidden by T. O. C. J. to have just one education channel. We’re the mind goes the person follows good or bad. Many moons ago a State Senator walked through a Texas prison and said, “Wow! look at all these men just laying around waiting to die. What's such a waste?”

We all live and function in a world based on and judged by our appearance. We must never judge by the eye but by the heart. We create categories and labels as we judge one another. Friend always look at your own moccasins tracks first before you speak of another’s faults. We also make tidy little explanations in life for our own failures or mistakes never just admitting we are humans. Offenders that do get out of prison are instantly labeled. Excons, Trash, low life, scumbags, Dirtballs, misfits, outcast, Career Criminals, and etc. For the most part they despise us. They think that we are 100% worthless, dangerous and in no way capable of changing our old sinful ways. They are ashamed of us afraid of us and would love to forget about us. Who in the world would want to give a job to an Excon? We are at the very bottom of the Social ladder. Like the bottom of a well used out house with no ladder to get out. Depressed, Courage, and Confidence gets lost along the way with a mingled blend of not knowing how to get back on one’s feet. It is the hardest thing in the world to do try putting your self in some else shoes. Spent 10-30 years locked away in a prison and get out. With no family, no friends, no help, no job, no money, no car, no food or no clothes and no place to go but back to the streets. Wow you try it!

Being locked away in prison the whole wide world moves on but
you do not. Time is weird in prison because you do not see a lot of change. You are stuck in what year ever years it was when you came to prison. E.g. the things that was going on in year 2001. The year I came to prison — is not the same as 2017. The cell phones have change. Electric cars, Internet the way you buy things and etc.

FACTS. I am wrongfully convicted of my change but I do not expect you or anyone to take my word for it. If I could get a new trial all my evidence will be heard this time. The media made me out to be someone I am nothing like at all. The waller newspaper said "Killer Sentenced to 99-Years in prison." The court left out very important facts and made up an entirely different story at the end. All my evidence should have been heard the first time. They got a lot of my evidence wrong and that changes history. Because people believe everyone they either hear or read in the Newspaper or see on Television! No one should be able to fabricate stories of what they believe might have happen and ignore all the real and true evidence! If I would not have been intoxicated, I would in no way be writing this or be in prison.

Alcohol is a very poisonous and a very dangerous drug. Yet is 100% legal. Why? Money! Alcohol manufactures are getting by with "Murder." But if I can help make a difference in just one persons life then I feel this trip to prison — As much as I truly hate it — was worth it. My only hope, pray and goal is to take this time to make a real difference in prison and in the world while I am fighting for my own life. It has been said, that Alcohol enable people to get the best looking Men or Women or Alcohol makes you the life of the party or Alcohol makes you do things better. No! No! it does not. But it does make you less ashamed of doing things badly or doing bad things. Alcohol depresses people's convictions and removes the restraint that given behavior. Alcohol frees individuals to behave in ways that are 100% destructive and damaging to themselves, and to others. This commits to do what is in right and avoid what is harmful and destructive is blurred and distorted.

Sorry for the Sloppy Handwriting.